
Passive Skills 71 

Chapter 71 The wolf King 

He stored the damaged rings and some other miscellaneous items that he did not need in the 

warehouse, repaired his equipment, bought some supplies, and set off for wild wolf slope. 

Wild Wolf’s critical hit passive, he had not even gotten it yet. He had been doing it for a few days, and 

Zhang Shan liked this critical hit passive very much. 

He had to get it out. If he could get more critical hits, every shot would be critical hits. He was looking 

forward to it, so he had to continue farming. 

The wild wolf slope was a little far, and it would take a long time. 

Zhang Shan ran as he checked the Guild chat channel to see what the others were busy with. 

They didn’t seem to be looking for bosses anymore. 

Now that he thought about it, they could only find bosses below level 20. They had been fighting for a 

day, so they should have finished fighting all the bosses they could. 

“Bosses, we didn’t fight the BOSS?” 

I’m done. It’s too time-consuming to find bosses. I should continue leveling up. 

“brother divine weapon, you’ve returned to dangyang city?” 

“I’m back.” 

“how many people have you killed? it took you so long to clear your evil score?” 

about a hundred of them, more than a thousand evil score. 

“Awesome,” 

f * ck, you chased more than 200 people and killed more than 100 of them. Brother divine weapon, 

you’re a pervert. 

how can you say that? brother divine weapon kills people like he’s killing chickens. Isn’t that normal? ” 

“that’s true. niubo, i won’t explain.” 

These bosses were a little cute. He wondered if they had dropped any good items after fighting so many 

bosses today. 

Although they were only fighting some purple and orange bosses, they had fought a lot of them. They 

had been fighting for an entire day, so they should have gotten some good stuff. 

“Did you guys get anything good today?” 

“Yes, there’s an orange BOSS that dropped a red equipment. I thought only red bosses would drop red 

equipment.” 



“Brother artifact is asking about good things. Why are you talking about red equipment? can red 

equipment catch the eyes of the boss?” 

F * ck, these people were really naughty. He was also very envious of red equipment, so how could he 

not like it? 

He only had a red equipment now. 

haha, we also got an awesome skill book. It’s the enhanced rejuvenation of the Taoist priest. Its healing 

ability is extremely explosive. 

“If you guys are so awesome, then wouldn’t tomorrow’s instance dungeon be easy and enjoyable?” 

“Hehe, it shouldn’t be a problem. It’s just hard mode. I even wanted to tell boss to just go for extreme 

mode.” 

“It’s a pity that brother artifact’s level is too high. Otherwise, if he had entered the dungeon with us, he 

might have been able to pass extreme mode.” 

“That’s right, divine equipment bro, don’t level up too fast, or you’ll lose us.” 

What the f * ck, if I don’t level up quickly, I’ll just let my heart move. That guy is catching up. 

However, they had a good harvest today, so they should have no problem clearing the dungeon 

tomorrow. He should just focus on killing monsters and take care of himself. 

after running for half an hour, they finally arrived at the wild wolf slope. 

Zhang Shan entered the wild wolf slope map. A huge wild wolf appeared in front of him, with the word 

“Wolf King” above its head. 

After the wolf King saw Zhang Shan, it ran towards him. 

Zhang Shan was so scared that he quickly left the wild wolf slope map. Luckily, no matter how strong the 

boss was, it would not cross the map to chase after people. Otherwise, it would be over. 

A level 30 red boss, with just two hits, Zhang Shan would be dead. 

A Big Boss was guarding the entrance of the map. What should they do? they couldn’t get in even if they 

wanted to farm monsters. 

Eh? No, it should be better for the boss to guard the entrance. He could leave the map after fighting the 

boss. 

That way, he could easily check the boss’s attributes without any danger. 

Try it. 

Let’s see how strong a level 30 red boss is. Since the wolves are physical monsters, they shouldn’t be too 

strong. 

Maybe they could call the big shots of the Guild to help them. 



Once again, he entered the wild wolf slope. The wolf King was still guarding the entrance. When it saw 

Zhang Shan appear, it quickly rushed towards him. 

This time, Zhang Shan did not immediately exit the map. Instead, he quickly attacked and read the boss 

‘attributes before exiting. 

The moment he attacked the wolf King, the wolf King’s attack also landed on him, dealing over 9000 

damage. 

What a powerful boss. Could it be like the other wild wolves and have critical hits? let’s take a look at its 

attributes first. 

[Wolf King (red): level 30, HP 10000000, attack 5000, skill 1, Wolf tribe talent, skill 2, bite, skill 3, wolf 

God’s will, skill 4, Wolf Pack Attack.] 

[wild wolf talent (passive): wild wolves are naturally sharp and can target the enemy’s weak points. 

There is a high chance of dealing double damage.] 

[gnawing: damage increased by 100% and causes bleeding. Bleed 1000 per second for 5 seconds.] 

[ wolf God’s will: summons The Phantom of the wolf God’s will to assist in battle. ] 

[ Wolf Pack Attack: summon a large number of wild wolves to protect the wolf King and attack all 

targets. ] 

Its attributes looked insane, with 10000000 HP and 5000 attack. With a critical hit, each of its attacks 

dealt nearly 10000 damage. 

... 

However, this BOSS wasn’t actually that strong. Its skills were so weak. Not to mention its first skill, it 

seemed like all the wild wolves had a critical hit. 

The second skill wasn’t much. Compared to the red BOSS, it only increased 100% damage and bleeding, 

which was a little weak. 

As for the third skill, it should be similar to the demon God’s apparition summoned by a priest. Perhaps 

the apparition summoned by a higher level BOSS would be stronger. 

However, everyone’s equipment was much better than before when they were fighting the priest. They 

should be able to withstand the damage of the will Phantom. 

It was just that the fourth skill was a little uncertain. How many wild wolves were there in a pack? were 

they the same attributes as normal wild wolves? 

He couldn’t be sure, but as the last skill of the red BOSS, it should be very strong. 

Let’s call our friends and see if they’re willing to fight. 

“I found a red BOSS, the wolf King of wild wolf Hill. It’s guarding the entrance of the map and won’t let 

me enter.” 

“Wow, it’s a red BOSS in the wild. We haven’t even fought it yet. Boss, let’s go.” 



“Can you tell what the BOSS’s attributes are?” 

Zhang Shan posted the wolf King’s attributes on the channel. 

... 

“What the f * ck, this BOSS is so strong. It has 10 million HP and 5000 attack power.” 

“It’s alright. The BOSS’s skills are average. As long as we can withstand the BOSS’s normal attacks, we 

should be able to kill it.” 

“i can take on a 5000-strong general attack, no problem.” 

The Secretary said confidently. 

the wolf King’s attacks are all critical hits. Normal attacks should be treated as 10000 damage. 

Zhang Shan reminded them. 

f * ck, 10000 normal attack damage, How do I take this? ” 

“Little Secretary, how much blood do you have now?” 

“A little over 40000. It’s already very difficult to strengthen the blue cloak.” 

“I’ll lend you my cloak to wear for a while. It should improve quite a bit. Can you withstand it?” 

“that’s possible, but i don’t know if the support can do it.” 

what are you afraid of? don’t you have the enhanced rejuvenation? I’ll Max it out for you in one shot. 

MMM, let’s go and try it out then. It’d be a little weird if we don’t fight the red boss. Let’s gather at the 

entrance of the wild wolf slope. 

since the boss feng yun realm had decided to fight, it was easy to handle. everyone started to gather at 

zhang shan’s side. 

 


